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Innovation for Retail

Introducing the

The iSEE CBD MultiCube is a modular
countertop brandable CBD display system
that combines stackable cubes, package
trays and adjustable channel dividers,
enabling retailers to display a multitude
of CBD packages in an organized and
attractive format.
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Extensive Modularity: MultiCube systems
can be used solo, side-by-side or connected
vertically to grow as large as needed for
virtually any retail space.

Flexible Access: MultiCube can be merchandised as open to customers (for easier
browsing) or closed/non-self-service (to
deter theft)—or a combination of both!

Multiple Configurations: Adjustable trays,
dividers and peg hooks allow CBD manufacturers and retailers to deploy an organized
and effective CBD experience.

Usable, Brandable Topper: The MuiltiCube
toppers offer a branding opportunity with a
7.5”x 1.5” sign slot area as well as additional
space for products or education materials.

Built to Last: Made of clear, durable, scratch
resistant polycarbonate. Rubber feet on the
the MultiCube base reduce counter sliding,
providing a secure shopping experience.

One Cube
Two Cubes
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Infinite Cubes

Introducing the

PumpLoc Refill is a multi-function dispenser system that delivers a consistent and
systematized approach to shopper sanitation. It helps operators provide a safer retail
environment to give shoppers peace of
mind while they shop.
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Use in Multiple Locations
PumpLoc Refill is designed for many in store
locations. Use the DisplayLoc suction cup for
hanging on glass surfaces, the base for counter
positions and the stand for floor lcations.
• Cooler doors
• Counter tops
• Food service
• Coffee Center
• Entry way
• Hallways
• Restrooms
• And more...
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These key features make PumpLoc Refil the
most versitile sanitizer solution available.
Displayloc suction allows for reliable
application to glass doors and other
glass-smooth surfaces.
Bottle lock cap
helps deters theft and securely
holds bottle in place.
Removable Base enables counter placment,
and multi-functions as a drip tray and funnel
for easy refilling.

Shelf Solutions
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The iSEE Modular PushGlide,
a truly flexible shelf pusher that
goes as wide as your space allows
and assembles as easy as a
set of Legos.
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Wide and Narrow
channels connect
in any combination.

Flat front edge allows
one solid graphic or
individual graphics for
each facing.

Shelf breaks at
18, 20, 22, 24, 26
and 27 inches.

Custom colors and
graphics available.

How many facings do you need? No problem.
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Wide bases

Narrow bases

2.4” to 2.9” dia. products

2” to 2.4” dia. products

PUSHGLIDE
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GravityGlide

PushGlide

GravityGlide

PushGlide and GravityGlide

Doublestack PushGlide

width for 5 3/8” tall beverages

width for 2 3/4” wide beverages

stacks up to 3 high

combo stack

width for 2 7/8” wide, 7” tall beverages

Doublestack PushGlide currently available in one channel width: 2.94”. Please contact us for additional widths.

PUSHGLIDE
Beverage rollers and pushers that work together to maximize shelf
merchandising in cold vaults, open-air coolers and ambient shelf
locations. Fill horizontal and vertical empty space with product, not air.

GravityGlide rollers have angled bases to ensure cans always roll to the front, even on flat
shelves. They also stack 2 and 3 high to leverage
vertical space and can work in combination
with the PushGlide for rolling and pushing various types of product.
Easily loaded from front or
back for quick restocking.
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PushGlides with spring loaded pushers keep larger
shaped product, like Tetra-paks, faced forward
on angled or flat shelves. The Doublestack PushGlide stacks 2-high to maximize vertical space on
high-volume shelves.

Shelf breaks at 13, 16, 20, 24
and 27 inches.

Side and front graphics can be either
direct printed or applied with decals.

Floor Solutions
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Full Shelf
Configuration

One size does fit all. Introducing the new
iSEE MultiShelf. Developed with incremental
space in mind, the MultiShelf can find a home
in any retail setting for nearly any product.
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Completely modular. No
need to reinvest in a new
rack every 3-6 months.

Fully customizable. Fully
adjustable. Simply choose what
you need: shelves, pegs, 750ml
racks, and others.

Changeable signage allows
for easy and continuous
programming.

Wheeled base allows
for repositioning at the
store level.

Peg and Shelf
Configuration

Full Peg
Configuration

Stacker
Configuration

Available Accessories

MultiShelf displays come with a variable shelf
that connects horizontally for normal shelf use
and vertically to be used for peg hooks. Other
shelf options are available,
like wine racks.

Peg Hooks

MultiShelf displays can be seamlessly
aligned back-to-back and side-to-side to
create larger, uniform displays.
Solo: 20” x 14” x 61.5”
Side-by-Side: 40”x 14” x 61.5”
Back-to-Back: 20” x 28” x 61.5”

Shelf Organizer/Divider

Bottle Rack
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Top view

The iSEE MultiStack is a more
versatile and longer-lasting
alternative to the standard
bin floor display.

Aluminum poles and frames
create a premium impression.
Base keeps product dry and
off the ground.
Three easy-to-change
sign holders.
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Permanent solution
replaces throw-away
corrugate display bins.

Solo, side-by-side or
back to-back configurations
allow placement in
multiple locations.

Fits tight retail spaces
and maximizes
pack-out.

Simple, tool-free
assembly.

MultiStack displays can be
seamlessly aligned back to
back and side to side to create
larger, uniform displays.

Solo: 18” x 12” x 61.5”
Side-by-Side: 36”x 12” x 61.5”
Back-to-Back: 18” x 24” x 61.5”

MultiStack Pole stacker
with gray plastic pole and
MultiStack Economy with
gray plastic uprights
Top view
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MultiStack Premium with

and clear plastic sign

Aluminum framing

holders

sign topper

Suction Solutions

Patented Displayloc™ Technology
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Lock Onto High-Visibility
Cooler Space with
iSEE Displayloc™ Technology.
Displayloc™ Technology ensures a solid,
reliable hold on glass or glass-smooth
surfaces, preventing displays from falling
or slipping.
iSEE Displayloc™
makes operation
at retail clean and
hassle-free.
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Each Displayloc™ cup
reliably supports up to
50 lbs. when
properly installed.

The Modular Displayloc™ System
that merchandises beverages and
other products on glass-smooth
surfaces. Increases selling space
and promotes brands with
authority.
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Multiple display
configurations
create flexibility
for all situations.

High-impact,
easy-to-change
signage.

Customizable
holders for nearly
any product size
and shape.

No-noise design;
does not rattle
or clang.

Also available in a
4-product holder
version.

Wide: 12-25oz cans

Narrow: 8-11.5oz cans, 12oz slim cans, 16oz alum bottles

Soft Drink: 20oz PET bottles

Slimline Tall: 8-12oz Slimline-tall cans

Double Mini Can: 8-10oz mini cans
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Snack Holder: various packages up to 3” wide

Tetra Pak: 500ml Tetra Pak box

Mini Can/Bottle: 8-10oz mini cans

Small Bottle: products with “hourglass” neck

The iSEE APEX™ Snack has
custom, individual snack
holders that fit most candy
or snack items.
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Displays and
organizes various
snack or candy
items.

Separate product holders means snacks stay
organized and faced
properly.

Uses patented
Displayloc™
suction cups for
secure hold.

High-impact,
easy to change
signage.

The iSEE APEX™ DoubleHold
maximizes packout and display
for 10 mini cans.
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Dual product
holders hold
10 mini cans in
prime position.

High-impact,
easy-to-change
signage.

Uses patented
Displayloc™
suction cups for
secure hold.

No-noise design;
does not rattle
or clang.

The iSEE BeverageBar displays
a full product view with individual product holders for secure
hold and no rattle.
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Holds 16oz to 25oz
beverage. Custom
holders available
for other sizes.

High-impact, easy-tochange signage with
optional brand badge.

Uses patented
Displayloc™
suction cups for
secure hold.

No-noise design;
does not rattle
or clang.

The optional molded brand
badge adds an extra
dimension to the display and
ensures brand ownership.
Easily and permanently
clips onto sign channel.

The super-thin and sleek
cold vault display rack designed
to showcase brands and
minimize shelf blockage.

Displayloc™
secure suction
hold means no
need for safety
hooks.
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Signage channel runs the
full length of the display
for maximum branding or
promotion.
Can be configured
with many different
product holders for
cans, bottles, snacks
and candy.

The iSEE PowerHinge cold vault rack
system is designed to integrate into
standard door sizes to maximize
packout and minimize shelf blockage.
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Creates an “extra
facing” in the cold
vault door.

Three standard
lengths fit 67, 72 and
80 inch door heights.

Displayloc™
secure suction
hold means no
need for safety
hooks.

Can be configured
with various product
holders for cans,
bottles, snacks and
candy.

Build the PowerHinge how you need it.
iSEE PowerHinge accepts a variety of
iSEE product holders. Each holder can
be attached in the optimal position to
merchandise nearly any size beverage,
snack or fresh food item.

16 or 24/5oz cans

8-10oz cans
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12oz cans

20oz plastic bottles

500ml Tetra-Paks

16oz alum. bottles

Snacks or fresh food

SAVE THE GASKETS!
Wire beverage rack with reliable hold
for cooler doors with no safety hook
needed! Display provides maximum
pack-out for large volume
merchandising.
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No safety hook
means no more
costly door
damage.

12 beverage slots hold
12oz to 25oz product
in optimum position
for easy grab.

Reversible display
allows hanging
for proper product
angle to shopper.

Easily update
signage and price
channel without
display removal.

The ultimate all-purpose
bin featuring moveable
dividers and designed to
securely hold nearly
anything on cooler doors.
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Uses patented
Displayloc™ suction
cups for secure hold.

Smooth, rounded
edges for an ergonomic and premium
shopping experience.

Interior space can be
divided to organize the
bin for multiple package types and sizes.

Easy signage
capabilities for
sign printed
inserts or decals.

All-purpose bins to hold
just about anything,
available in 25 inch
and 20 inch widths.

Uses patented
Displayloc™ suction
cups for secure hold.
Bin20 is designed to
fit 4 standard 4-pack
187 ml secondary
packaging.
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Easy signage
capabilities for
sign printed
inserts or decals.

The iSEE BucketBin is a clear
dump bin for quick and easy
merchandising both on and
off premise.
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Clear bin allows
the product to be
the star.

Uses patented
Displayloc™ suction
cups for secure hold.

Added hardware
included for
hanging on wood,
brick, or dry wall.

Brand logo can be
molded onto bucket,
with easy-change
promo signage.

Live-Product P.O.P.
Displayloc™ System that glorifies
beverages and other products
on glass-smooth surfaces to
increase product awareness.
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Unique signage
capability perfect
for cross-merch.

Holds product
tightly to eliminate
product rattling.

Customizable
holders for nearly
any product size
and shape.

No-noise design;
does not rattle
or clang.

The iSEE ClipStrip
is designed with 12
hooks and clips to
hold snacks or other
cross merchandisable
items on cold vault
doors or other smooth
surfaces.

The iSEE TearPad
holds 5 x 3 inch
tear pads on cold
vault doors or other
smooth surfaces.

iSEE accessories with Displayloc™ suction cups can either be used by themselves or
each can be combined with other iSEE products to add extra display capabilities.
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The iSEE MiniSign
holds small signs
on cold vault doors
or other smooth
surfaces.

Chiller Solutions
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The world’s first glass-front
cooler shows product
at its best — ice cold.

Full complement
of signage for
cooler and cart.
Industrial-strength
cart and casters
for ambient
product storage.
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Holds ice up to 48
hours. Easy to drain
and maintain.

Side 1 | Side 2

The iSEE DoublePlay Cooler,
with two-sided glass windows
and lids, makes dual product
applications easier than ever.

Displays beverages
on ice with high
brand visibility.

Easy-turn for ideal
consumer facing
(Morning = energy;
Afternoon = beer).

Industrial-strength
cart and casters
for ambient
product storage.

Easy to drain
and maintain.

Optional storage shelf not
included with standard cart.
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Signage Solutions
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The iSEE Edge™ shelf glorifier fits into
shelf rails and allows existing price/UPC
tags to show through while promoting
appetite, brand and price message.

The patented iSEE POPFiNS™ let you
show off your product without blocking
the customer’s view of the shelf and
each angle allows a unique image view.

SEE THROUGH

View from center

View from left angle
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View from right angle

Give us a call.

Order iSEE products online at

iseeinnovation.com

The iSEE Team is
dedicated to providing
best-in-class service and
display innovations that
are second to none!
(888) 417-2457
info@iseeinnovation.com
iseeinnovation.com
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(888) 417-2457 | info@iseeinnovation.com
iseeinnovation.com
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